Upgrading Cross-Coupling Reactions for Biaryl Syntheses.
Transition-metal catalyzed cross-coupling reactions have emerged as a powerful tool for constructing biaryl compounds. Aryl halides and aryl metallic reagents (typically prepared from aryl halides) are used as coupling partners. It would be desirable to replace either aryl halide or aryl metallic reagents used in cross-couplings reactions with more readily available surrogates. Oxidative dehydrogenative cross-coupling between two different "inert" aryl C-H bonds represents an ideal system that would revolutionize cross-coupling chemistry. Furthermore, cross-coupling reactions might be improved by developing new catalytic protocols based on cheap transition-metal catalysts or even transition-metal-free systems to decrease costs and avoid the use of heavy metal and noble transition metals. It would be desirable to promote both catalytic systems and replace either or both coupling partners. We have used different strategies to improve cross-coupling reactions for constructing biaryls, which we categorized into four groups as follows. First, we focused on developing methodologies to be applied to easily produced and naturally abundant arenol-based electrophiles in cross-coupling via C-O activation. We have extended coupling partners to aryl carboxylates and arenols. Direct application of arenes as surrogates for organohalides and organometallic reagents avoids the tedious preparation of these reagents from arenes and considerably reduces the cost of starting materials. We have also explored cross-coupling reactions of arenes with various organometallic reagents, such as arylboronic acids, arylsilanes, and aryl Grignard reagents. Second, we summarize oxidative cross-coupling reactions based on C-H activation with aryl metallic reagents. On the basis of the reactivity patterns of different organometallic reagents, we adapted different catalytic systems to achieve effective cross-coupling reactions. Third, we improved a well-developed cross-coupling between arenes and organohalides through a strategy of replacing one coupling partner and using a new catalytic system. We have applied earth-abundant transition metals, such as Fe, and Co, and even developed transition-metal-free catalytic systems. Finally, our ultimate goal is to construct biaryls by cross dehydrogenative arylation between two different arenes. Owing to the structural similarity of both arenes, in particular two substituted benzenes, the greatest challenges are not only achieving regio- and chemo-selective C-H activation reactions but also matching both the reactivities and selectivities of both substrates to avoid homocouplings of either arene. Through our efforts, we have developed and applied four different strategies by introducing directing groups, controlling electronic and steric properties, and using dual directing strategies. We hope our studies will stimulate interest and new thinking on cross-couplings reactions for building carbon-carbon bonds from readily available and inexpensive chemicals from basic petroleum chemistry and nature.